Aiming at the problem of strong nonlinear and effective echo confirm of multi-target tracking system in clutters environment, a novel maneuvering multi-target tracking algorithm based on modified generalized probabilistic data association is proposed in this paper. In view of the advantage of particle filter which can deal with the nonlinear and non-Gaussian system, it is introduced into the framework of generalized probabilistic data association to calculate the residual and residual covariance matrices, and the interconnection probability is further optimized. On that basis, the dynamic combination of particle filter and generalized probabilistic data association method is realized in the new algorithm. The theoretical analysis and experimental results show the filtering precision is obviously improved with respect to the tradition method using suboptimal filter.
Introduction
In actual engineering applications, maneuvering multitarget tracking in clutters is always one of hottest and most difficult issues in target tracking studies, which could be solved by means of the two key technologies including filter design and data association. In recent years, the growth of computational power has made computer intensive statistical methods feasible. Based on the technique of sequential importance sampling and the recursive Bayesian filter principle, particle filter (PF) is particularly useful in dealing with nonlinear and nonGaussian problems, and it can achieve the minimum variance estimation in theory [1] [2] [3] . Because of the above advantages, PF has been widely applied in many fields, such as signal processing, target tracking, fault diagnosis and image processing, et al. In data association methods, some novel solutions have been proposed to implement effective echo validation in clutters, mainly based on Bayesian estimation theory, evidential reasoning theory, and such intelligence calculation as fuzzy theory, neural networks and genetic evolution [4] [5] [6] [7] . Where data association algorithms based on Bayesian estimation theory are the mainstream, of which probabilistic data association (PDA) and joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) proposed by Bar-Shalom, et al., are always considered as the superior methods to solve the single target tracking and the multi-target tracking [8, 9] . Two basic principles are applied in JPDA. One is that every measurement derives from unique target, the other is that observation deriving from one target is not more than one. Some scholars have attempted to replace the suboptimal filter by PF in JPDA, and the results show the tracking precision is obviously improved.
It has set the higher requirement for modern tracking and monitoring system, since the existence of various natural and artificial disturbance, the application of the penetration technology of large batches targets and the improvement of target maneuverability and control properties in the modern war environment, cause much denser formation and cross motion, which leads to the strong fuzzy and uncertainty of obtained data. When targets maneuvers with cross motion and denser formation, sensors are likely to regard many observations coming from different planes as one observation. In addition, with the improvement of resolution ratio of radar, the phenomenon, the many observations corresponding to one target, often arise form the multipath effect of observation and systematic error of networking radar. In these cases, the one-to-one correspondence rules between observation and target is not coincident with actual facts. Quan P. et al. break the feasibility-based rule in JPDA and give the definition of generalized joint event and generalized event, and propose a new method of partition and combination about them. On this basis, the generalized probabilistic data association (GPAD) is proposed on account of Bayesian estimation criteria. Theoretical analysis and simulation results for various kinds of typical environment show that the filtering precision and real time of GPDA are superior to JPDA. However, the application of suboptimal filters in GPDA inevitably cause that filtering precision is limited the adverse effects of strong nonlinear of tracking system [10, 11] .
According to the analysis above, through the dynamic combination of particle filter and generalized probabilistic data association, a novel maneuvering multi-target tracking algorithm based on modified generalized probabilistic data association in clutters is proposed. Experimental results show the feasibility and validity of the algorithm.
Particle Filter
The problem of state estimation can be solved by calculating the posterior probability density function   
where ( )
is Dirac's delta function. x k represents particle used in estimated system, which is sampled directly from 1:k . However,
| k k p x z is unknown generally, and the above process is often impossible to implement. The difficulty can be circumvented by sampling
with associated importance weights from a known and easy-to-sample proposal distribution 1: . The process is described as the importance sampling. Where the associated importance weights of particle is defined as
To depict further the generation of i k x , the proposal distribution is factorized as follows 1:
x is sampled by augmenting each
with the new state sampled from  
. In order to obtain the recursive equation of particle weights
Under assumptions that states subject to a Markov process and the observations are conditionally independent, and combining with Equations (2)- (4), the particle weights is given by
In the practical application, the proposal distribution is commonly selected as
Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5), the particle weights update equation can then be shown to be 
. At present, re-sampling methods are mainly in the following categories: the residual re-sampling, the system re-sampling, the polynomial re-sampling, etc. That is standard particle filter and also known as bootstrap filter.
Maneuvering Multi-Target Tracking Algorithm Based on Modified Generalized Probabilistic Data Association
Data association is one of the key technologies in multitarget tracking, because it directly effects on the whole performance of tracking system. Based on the multiplexing principle with observation and target, GPDA is considered as a kind of better echo confirmation method. It is known that the construction of GPDA completely adopts the framework of Kalman filter, thus GPDA lacks the effective processing ability for strong nonlinear cases.
For nonlinear system, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) can directly replace KF, but the filtering precision of EKF sometimes is hard to meet the practical needs. Considering that PF and GPDA can effective treat strong nonlinear problem and echo confirmation, respectively, In this section, we give the generalized probabilistic data association based on particle filter (GPDA-PF) in clutters is proposed.
Generalized Probabilistic Data Association
Considering targets move in radar scanning region, the observations consist of the real measurement and clutters in each sample time. The state equation and observation equation of the t-th target is modeled as the following form.
where t k
x and , k m denote the unknown state vector of t-th target and m-th observation vector at time , respectively.
denote the evolution function of state and observation, respectively. System noise and observation noise k v are subject to white noise sequence, respectively, and meet independently identically distribution. Let
, , ,
denotes the candidate echo set that fall into correlation window at time . Different from feasibility-based rule in JPDA, GPDA adopts the following rules. Firstly, each target has possessed observations (one or more, including zero observation). Secondly, each observation originates from targets (one or more, including zero target). Thirdly, the probability corresponding to any target (observation) and observation (target) should be not less than the other correlated events probability in last two rules. Here, the zero target refers to no target, but it may be the new target of target concerned outside or the false object from interferences or clutters. The zero observation refers to no observation, namely target is not detected. The first rule shows that observations can be multiplexed when target is considered as a benchmark, which is mainly used to solve the association problem between one target and multiple observations. The second rule shows that target can be multiplexed when observation is considered as a benchmark, which is mainly used to solve the association problem between one observation target and multiple targets. The third rule shows that the probability of one-to-one correlated events is dominant among all the correlated events assumed. To calculate interconnected probability in GPDA, the generalized joint events set and poly-probability matrix are defined as follows. 
, t k m  and denote the residual and residual covariance matrices at time , respectively. denotes the m-th confirmed echo from target, and 
, , 0
tr and denote the index of target and observation label, respectively. is normalized coefficient. r c
Generalized Probabilistic Data Association Based on Particle Filter
Firstly, particles are sampling from the proposal distribution on account of prior model information, and then one step observation prediction of particle and are calculated by the following equations.
,
, / 1 / 1 1 and denote system noise vector, and suppose they are subject to zero-mean Gaussian white noise with standard deviation Q I, k k . k denote the observation noise vector and suppose it is subject to zero-mean Gaussian white noise process with Table 1 quantitatively show the mean of RMSE of state estimation, when  is 0.002 and 0.0055, respectively. According to the above comparison of RMSE, it is shown that the filter precision of GPDA-PF is superior to GPDA-EKF. In addition, the following conclusions can be drawn by the analysis of data from Table 1 with the increase of clutters number in tracking environment, the filter precision of two algorithms all decline, but the performance of GPDA-PF is always stably superior to GPDA-EKF. In general case, PF is used as filter can lead to the increase of computational complexity, and the simulation also gets the same result in this paper. However, the real time of algorithm has a close relationship with the number of particle and filtering initial value. When the prior information is better, namely, the filtering initial value is close to the real state of target or system model is more accurate, the real time of GPDA-PF is effectively improved. Based on the above results, PF will be extended into the maneuvering multi-target tracking in clutters, which is our next research direction.
Conclusions
ulti-target tracking algorithm A novel maneuvering m based on modified generalized probabilistic data association in clutters is proposed in this paper. The new algorithm effectively improves the decline problem of filtering precision caused by system strong nonlinear and dense clutters environment. The theory analysis and simulation results show GPDA-PF has the following advantages relative to existing methods. Firstly, adopting the basis framework of PF, so it preserves the advantage to solve nonlinear and non-Gaussian problems. Secondly, the construction of GPDA-PF avoids the derivation of Jacobi matrix and the calculation of state prediction covariance matrix and state estimation covariance matrix when EKF is utilized, which make the algorithm simple and is easy to realize. Finally, the feasibility-based rule ents ed by the National Nat Science Foundation of China (60972119, 61170243) and . Godsill and E. Moulines, "An Overview of Existing Methods and Recent Advances in Sequential of GPDA is accord with the actual situation of modern battlefield environment, which enhances the adaptability of algorithm and improves the reliability and stability for target tracking result.
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